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1. INTRODUCTION
The heightened interest in statistical properties of
ensembles of random matrices that arose in the 1950s
was primarily due to a number of problems in nuclear
physics. In particular, it was found that random matri
ces may serve as a simple model of neutron resonances
of heavy nuclei, which correctly explains many of the
observed statistical regularities in this field (the
description of strongly excited states in terms of one
particle models is an unsolvable problem). Soon it was
found that the application of random matrices is not
limited to only nuclear physics problems. Deep pene
tration of random matrices in the physics of con
densed media has led to a breakthrough in under
standing of the behavior of conductivity in disordered
mesoscopic systems. The applications of the theory of
random matrices were subsequently extended to statis
tical physics. Among the large number of publications
in this field, we must specially mention recent works
[1, 2] in which the statistics of limiting states of ensem
bles of random matrices and their physical applica
tions are considered.
It should be recalled that a standard problem in the
theory of random matrices is the calculation of the
density of distribution of eigenvalues of random matri
ces and the distribution of intervals between eigenval
ues under the assumption that all matrix elements are
independent random quantities assuming values in a
certain preset ensemble (see, for example, [3]). In
such a formulation, the theory of random matrices is
used for describing a wide range of physical phenom
ena; however, the theory in this form does not cover an
important class of complex systems that can be
described using the concept of hierarchical (ultramet
ric) organization [4, 5] of phase, dynamic, or struc
tural states. Most often, the hierarchy of states
emerges in manyparticle systems of various origins
with a large number of “frozen” constraints with dif
ferent scales, which generate multidimensional hyper
surfaces of potential energy (or free energy) with an
astronomically large number of local minima.
Typical examples of such systems (which are often
referred to as complex systems) are glasses and globu
lar proteins. The hierarchical (ultrametric) concept as
applied to such systems presumes that local minima of
the energy landscape are clustered into hierarchically
embedded basins of minima. Namely, each large basin
consists of smaller basins each of which in turn con
tains embedded still smaller basins, and so on. Local
minima basins are separated from one another by hier
archically ordered barriers (the smaller the basins, the
“lower” the barriers separating them). Finally, it is
assumed (which is a distinctive feature of the ultramet
ric concept) that the time of attainment quasiequilib
rium in any basin is much shorter than the time of
escape from the given basin. In other words, the time
of passage from one local minimum to another is con
trolled by the maximal barrier encountered on this
path; i.e., the passage time obeys the “strong triangle
inequality,” viz., the inequality imposed on distances
in a hierarchical system (such distances are referred to
as ultrametric). Thus, the ultrametric concept is
essentially the approximation of a multidimensional
energy landscape by a hierarchical (ultrametric) land
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scape and, accordingly, the approximation of stochas
tic dynamics of a complex system by a random process
on an ultrametric space.
An ultrametric space of states is usually represented
graphically as a branched padic Cayley tree with a
branching index of p + 1. The states themselves corre
spond to only the boundary of the “crown” of the tree,
while the remaining part of the padic tree is a graph of
ultrametric distances between the states and relations
between embeddings of basins of states. Geometrical
properties of an ultrametric space dramatically differ
from the properties of the Euclidean space. Conse
quently, analysis of ultrametric models requires an
adequate mathematical apparatus. Mathematical p
adic analysis offers rich opportunities in this respect
[6]. However, it cannot be stated for sure that ultra
metric models are basically incompatible with the
models using conventional (say, Euclidean) metric
properties. The relation between ultrametric and
Euclidean models for some complex systems has
recently become an object of discussion in the physics
of disordered systems. In particular, the possibility of
isometric embedding of a homogeneous Cayley tree
into a threedimensional Euclidean space was consid
ered in [7]. On the other hand, it was shown in [8] that
a random Gaussian energy landscape reproducing sig
nificant features of the dynamic behavior of the system
on an ultrametric energy scale can be constructed in a
Euclidean finitedimensional space. Finally, a deep
rooted relation between some ultrametric models of
complex systems and tree models of disordered sys
tems with a standard description free of the concept of
ultrametricity will also be demonstrated in Section 2 of
this article.
Apart from the theory of spin glasses, the ultramet
ric concept was implemented in several formal models
of the socalled basintobasin kinetics developed for
fluctuation and dynamic behavior of macromolecular
systems [9–13]. These models reflect various aspects
of an ultrametric random walk, viz., a uniform Mark
ovian random process associated with jumplike transi
tions between local minima of the energy landscape on
a regular basin hierarchy. Transition matrix  of an
ultrametric random walk is symmetric and has a trans
lationinvariant (along the principal diagonal) block
hierarchical structure similar to the Parisi matrix (see,
for example, [4]). Eigenvalues { } of the translation
invariant blockhierarchical kinetic matrix  are well
known [6, 9, 13],
(1)
where  = 0 by definition and  is the matrix ele
ment corresponding to transitions between γlevel
basins; the summation is carried out from level γ + 1 to
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height increases with γ linearly, we have  =
, α ≥ 0. This case is physically meaningful pre
cisely for protein molecules [13, 14]. The meaning of
eigenvalues of the blockhierarchical kinetic matrix is
clear:  is the probability of escape from a basin of
level γ via any of the abovelying levels. It should be
noted that all energy basins for a regular basin hierar
chy, which are associated with the same level γ, are
identical from the energy point of view; for this reason,
matrix elements  and eigenvalues { } of the
translationinvariant blockhierarchical kinetic
matrix depend only on hierarchical level γ.
In spite of the fact that translationinvariant kinetic
matrices  have been successfully used recently to
explain the experimentally observed fluctuation
dynamic mobility of complex macromolecular objects
like protein molecules [13, 14], a regular basin hierar
chy appears as a strongly simplifying assumption that
considerably limits the possibility of describing an
actual physical system. The random nature of the
basin hierarchy may change the behavior of the system
so strongly that the approximation of the energy land
scape by a regular hierarchy may prove not quite justi
fied. To remove the degeneracy in energy inherent in a
regular hierarchical landscape without distorting the
basin structure of the landscape, it is natural to assume
that the heights of the energy barriers belonging to the
same hierarchical level are random and distributed in
the vicinity of certain mean values controlled by a reg
ular hierarchy.
Another argument in favor of randomization of the
hierarchical landscape is associated with the fact that,
in real experiments with micro and mesoscopic scale
objects, we are dealing as a rule not with a single object
but with a macroscopic sample, viz., a statistical
ensemble of objects with random variations of their
individual landscapes. In this connection, manifesta
tions of the hierarchical (ultrametric) organization of
energy landscapes in the properties of ensembleaver
aged become important. Analysis of this problem pri
marily involves the determination of the characteris
tics of an averaged spectrum of eigenvalues for the
ensemble of random blockhierarchical kinetic matri
ces and the averaged relaxation function. This prob
lem is considered in Section 2 of this article. To make
the description allsufficient, the main idea of calcu
lating the eigenvalue spectrum for translationinvari
ant blockhierarchical kinetic matrices is given in the
Appendix. In Section 2, we will also consider a num
ber of interesting (in our opinion) questions that
establish an unexpected relation between relaxation
kinetics on random ultrametric landscapes and the
critical phenomena on phase spaces of a tree structure
[15].
Apart from the dynamic contents of the ultrametric
paradigm, the determination of the hierarchical struc
T
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ture of an organization of “random ultrametric phase
spaces” in the observed statistical regularities is of
considerable interest. A visual example of the hierar
chical structural organization is the socalled crum
pled globule discussed for the first time in [16]. The
thermodynamically equilibrium spatial configuration
of such a globule resembles the Peano curve [17]
embedded into a 3D space. Spatial packing of a crum
pled globule can be represented schematically by a sin
gle folded motive reproduced on a growing scale. The
hierarchical packing naturally leads to a blockhierar
chical network of contacts between the links of a chain
described by a blockhierarchical matrix of contacts.
Naturally, the presence of inhomogeneities in the hier
archy of crimps introduces randomicity in the block
hierarchical network of contacts, which requires the
determination of statistical characteristics of an
ensemble of random blockhierarchical matrices of
contacts.
Analysis of spectral density ρ(λ) for some ensem
bles of blockhierarchical matrices of contacts shows
[18] that ρ(λ) has a power (and not exponential) “tail”
for |λ |  ∞. This indicates the polyscale nature of
statistical characteristics of the network and suggests
that networks (and the corresponding structures) with
blockhierarchical matrices of contacts may belong
the class of scalefree networks that are also referred to
as scaleinvariant, scaleselfsimilar, etc., networks.
The scalefree network structures are being consid
ered in almost all fields of science from biopolymer
dynamics and their spatial packing (folding) into
strictly deterministic structures, cellular metabolism,
and natural networks of various nature (including
Internet, various ecological, social, and economic
structures and objects) to bank networks and even
Bose–Einstein condensation. Many items of this
incomplete list are described in review [19]. For this
reason, in Section 3, devoted to random networks, we
concentrate our attention on several key features of
blockhierarchical random networks; special attention
will be paid to application of random blockhierarchi
cal matrices of contacts (adjacency matrices). In Sec
tion 3, we also propose a new model of a hierarchical
scalefree random network constructed using random
blockhierarchical matrices of contacts. It should be
noted that, although the structure of a blockhierar
chical matrix of contacts is similar in many respects to
the structure of the blockhierarchical kinetic matrix
considered in Section 2, an important difference
between these structures exists. In kinetic matrices,
the diagonal elements satisfy by definition the condi
tion of conservation of the total probability (at any
instant, the system is for sure in one of the states),
while the diagonal elements of blockhierarchical
adjacency matrix are zero by definition. It will be dem
onstrated in Section 3 that this circumstance strongly
affects the spectral properties of an ensemble of block
hierarchical matrices.
2. RANDOM BLOCKHIERARCHICAL 
KINETIC MATRICES:
SPECTRAL PROPERTIES AND RELATION
TO DIRECTED POLYMERS
ON DISORDERED TREES
Blockhierarchical kinetic matrices (Fig. 1a) are
natural structures closely related to ultrametric ran
dom walk models. Let us consider an example of con
struction of such a blockhierarchical matrix. We take
set of points Bp(Γ) labeled by index i = 1, …, N, where
N = pΓ (Γ is a fixed integer and p is a prime number),
and consider these points as a discrete lattice of sites
over which a “particle” walks. To construct an ultra
metric random walk on Bp(Γ), we introduce a padic
branching graph Gp(Γ) with a fixed ramification index
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Fig. 1. (a) Blockhierarchical kinetic matrix T of the Parisi type (p = 2); (b) hierarchical (ultrametric) energy landscape corre
sponding to kinetic matrix T.
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graph (Fig. 1b). Thus, graph Gp(Γ) has Γ hierarchical
levels. We assume that probability q(i, j) of transition
between any two lattice sites i and j per unit time (i, j ∈
Bp(Γ)) is controlled by the height of the smallest sub
tree Gp(γ, nγ) ⊆ Gp(Γ) including sites i and j. In our
notation, pair (γ, nγ) labels the points of subtree Gp(Γ):
1 ≤ γ ≤ Γ is the number of the hierarchical level at
which the point of the subtree is located and nγ is the
symbol assuming various values on the pΓ – γ vertices of
level γ. Since the transition probabilities are defined by
the vertices of the padic graph, the characteristic
transition times satisfy the strong (ultrametric) trian
gle inequality and the padic graph can be associated
with the ultrametric energy landscape. For example,
the maximal activation barrier separating states A and
B (see Fig. 1b) can be associated with the height at
which vertex D with indices (γ = 2, n = 1) is located,
and so on.
Thus, the transition matrix has the blockhierar
chical structure which is directly related to the hierar
chy of basins on the energy landscape. For brevity, we
will refer to such a matrix as the Parisi kinetic matrix
(PKM) and will denote its elements by , assuming
that n are the corresponding indices of matrix blocks
(points of subtrees of a padic graphs) belonging to
level γ. It should be noted that PKM is a symmetric
matrix and its diagonal elements are defined so that
the sum of elements in each column is zero.
It was noted above that each element Ti, j ≡  of
matrix T (see Fig. 1a) can be related to the corre
sponding energy barrier  > 0 on the landscape sep
arating a certain pair of basins of the corresponding
scale:  = –ln  is the dimensionless barrier
“height.”
The eigenvalues of translationnoninvariant PKMs
were obtained for the first time in [20] using elements
of the padic analysis [6]. We will write below the
expression for the PKM eigenvalues in terms of matrix
elements . The eigenvectors of a translationnon
invariant PKM are described in the Appendix. The
structure of λγ, n has a clear geometrical interpretation.
We define a pair of numbers (γ, n), where γ is a hierar
chical level (1 ≤ γ ≤ Γ = maxγ), while n labels the ver
tices of the padic graph (1 ≤ n ≤ pΓ – γ) belonging to
level γ (see Fig. 1b).
Eigenvalue λγ, n of matrix T can be written in the
form
(2)
In spite of similarity with expression (1), summation
in Eq. (2) requires explanation. This summation,
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Σ
ried out along the (single) path on the tree connecting
the vertex (Γ, n) with the tree origin, while factor pγ in
front of  is the number of states in the basin of
level γ. Hence, it can easily be seen that eigenvalue λγ, n
is just the probability of escape (per unit time) from the
subtree with point (γ, n) through any of the above
lying points of the padic tree. By way of illustration,
let us calculate eigenvalue  for the matrix
depicted in Fig. 1a. The first term in Eq. (2) is the
weighted contribution from point E(γ = 1, n = 3), and
sum Σ in this case is the weighted sum of two contribu
tions from points F and G (see Fig. 1b). It follows
hence that
Let us now determine a random PKM. We assume
that
(3)
where  is the mean value of the barrier height at
level γ and  describes random deviations of 
from its mean value. We will henceforth assume that
  1. This allows us to retain only the linear term
in the power series for  in :
(4)
It should be recalled that mean values  fix the
hierarchical structure of the energy landscape. We will
assume for definiteness that the mean barrier height
increases with γ linearly; i.e., exp(– ) =  =
 (α ≥ 0), where α scales the linear (on average)
increase in the barrier height over the landscape. It
should be emphasized, however, that this does not
restrict the extension of our analysis to other types of
ultrametric landscapes discussed, for example, in [21].
Analysis of ultrametric random walk over random
ized ultrametric landscape necessitates above all the
calculation of the density of distribution of eigenvalues
of a random PKM of the above type (see Fig. 1a).
Apart from this problem, we will establish in this sec
tion the relation between randomized ultrametric
landscapes and “directed polymers on random trees”
[22]. Using this relation, we can observe some unex
pected properties of the survival probability on ran
dom ultrametric landscapes. It should be recalled that
survival probability S(t) (also known as the relaxation
function) is the probability of finding the system in the
initial state at instant t.
2.1. Spectral Density of a Random Parisi Kinetic Matrix
Spectral density ρ(λ) of an ensemble of random
PKMs can be evaluated in the standard way:
qγ
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(5)
where  = pΓ is the total number of eigenvalues of
matrix T and  denotes averaging with distribution
function P( ). Let P( ) be the distribution func
tions for the distribution of fluctuations  of barriers
 belonging to level γ (see expression (3)), and
matrix elements  be connected with the energy
barrier heights via relation (4). We assume that P( )
is a Gaussian distribution independent of (γ, n):
(6)
Generally speaking, fluctuations  in relation (6)
are unbounded and distribution P( ) is not always
compatible with condition   1. It should be
recalled that the latter condition is important precisely
for kinetic matrices since it must guarantee that matrix
elements  in relation (4) are positive. Conse
quently, we will assume that  = σ2  1, calcu
late the spectral density, and then test our results for
selfconsistency.
Expressions (2), (5), and (6) readily give ρ(λ). We
begin with auxiliary computation of function Q(λ, γ) =
 for n = 1 and for an arbitrary value of





The integral in expression (7) can be evaluated easily.
Retaining only the principal (quadratic) terms in the
expansion in σ, we obtain
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Note that quantity Q(λ, γ) is the same for any of
pΓ ⎯ γ eigenvalues λγ, n corresponding to pΓ – γ basins of
level γ. Consequently, we can write spectral density
ρ(λ) in the form
(10)
where g(γ) = pΓ – γ is the degeneracy of quantity
Q(λ, γ).
To verify the correctness of approximation (4), we
have determined numerically the spectral density ρ(λ)
for the Gaussian distribution P( ) using the exact
relation  =  and compared the result
with the spectral density obtained from the linear
approximation  ≈ . Figure 2a
shows the exact and approximate spectral density dis
tributions obtained for random PKMs for Γ = 8 and
α = 0.1. Analogous results for α = 0.5 are depicted in
Fig. 2b. It can be seen that, for σ  0.2, linearized
approximation (4) for a Gaussian energy barrier distri
bution is still meaningful: the approximate value of
ρ(λ) calculated using expressions (9) and (10) almost
coincides with the actual distribution.
Finally, it should be noted that analysis of expres
sion (10) for an arbitrary α > 0 in the limit Γ  ∞
allows us to determine the asymptotic behavior of the
tail of spectral density ρ(λ) for λ  –∞:
(11)
Strong truncation of the spectrum on the left for small
values of σ (see Fig. 2) (i.e., for weak randomization of
the ultrametric energy landscape) indicates that phys
ically interesting manifestations of the landscape ran
domicity against the background of the clearly mani
fested hierarchical basin structure should be expected
only for the part of the random PKM spectrum corre
sponding to long time intervals and to the domain of
λ  0. This question will be discussed in detail in the
next section.
2.2. Survival Probability on a Random Ultrametric 
Landscape and Directed Polymers on Random Trees
Information on the behavior of the system over
long time periods can be gained from survival proba
bility S(t), viz., the probability of funding the system in
the initial state at instant t. The survival probability on
regular ultrametric landscapes (described by regular p
Q λ γ,( ) 1
2πσ2uγ Γ( )

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adic graphs) is known for various types of landscapes
(see, for example, [21]):
where eigenvalues λγ < 0, γ = 1, …, Γ. It should be
noted that the initial distribution on a regular ultra
metric landscape always evolves to a uniform distribu
tion. As regards the survival probability, it depends on
the landscape profile. For example, for linear land
scapes (on which the height of activation barriers
between basins increases linearly with γ), the eigenval
ues of the PKM are defined by expression (1), and S(t)
behaves over long time periods as S(t) ∝ t–1/α [9, 21].
For an ultrametric random walk with a random
PKM, survival probability S(t) depends on the specific
implementation of the PKM. It was noted above that
in this case the behavior of survival probability
 averaged over implementations of the PKM





Summation in Eq. (13) is carried out over pΓ – γ points of
subtrees of level γ, and λγ, n is defined by expression (2).
It should be recalled that each eigenvalue λγ, n of a ran
dom PKM is the probability of escape (per unit time)
from the basin corresponding to the subtree with point
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S t Γ,( )〈 〉 p 1–( ) p γ– λγ n, t( )exp
γ n,{ }
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(γ, n) (see Fig. 1b). Consequently, we can formally
treat Z(t, γ, Γ) as the statistical sum over all paths of
departure from level γ to upperlying levels at instant t.
Direct calculation of  is a complicated
problem; however, important information on the
behavior of  can be obtained from analysis of
the distribution function for Z(t, γ, Γ). Further analysis
of this problem will be based on the observation that
Z(t, γ, Γ) formally coincides with the statistical sum of
a directed polymer on a disordered tree (DPDT),
which was studied for the first time in [22].
Substituting expression (4) into (13) and retaining
only linear terms in  (   1), we obtain
where vγ(Γ) is defined by formula (8) and
(14)
Summation in each exponent on the righthand side
of this expression is carried out over all points lying on
the path from vertex (γ + 1, n) to the three origin (Γ, 1)
(exactly as in formula (2)), while the first summation
in Eq. (14) is performed over all pΓ – γ points of the p
adic tree belonging to level γ.
Function (t, γ, Γ) satisfies the following stochas
tic recurrence equation (cf. the equation derived in
[22]):
(15)
S t Γ,( )〈 〉




Z t γ Γ, ,( ) Z˜ t γ Γ, ,( ) vγ Γ( )t–[ ],exp=
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Fig. 2. Spectral density distribution ρ(λ) of a PKM with Gaussian fluctuations of barrier heights for exact (solid curves) and lin
earized (dotted curves) matrix elements for Γ = 8, α = 0.1 (a), 0.5 (b), and σ = 0.2 and 0.5.
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Following [22], we introduce the averaged character
istic (generating) function
(16)
where γ ≤ m ≤ Γ. Using the factorization of function
Gm(x) on the Cayley tree, we arrive at the following
recursion for function Gm(x):
(17)
where P(ξ) is Gaussian distribution (6) for ξ. To attach
expression (17) to the boundary condition, we set
(t, γ = Γ, Γ) = exp(tp–αΓξΓ) in formula (14). Thus,
we fix the boundary condition at the origin of the tree:
(18)
The linear approximation in expression (14) suggests
that distribution P(ξ) is narrow with σ2  1. In this
case, boundary condition (18) has the form
(19)
Equations (17) and (19) define our problem. To
compare further the DPDT model and relaxation on
random ultrametric landscapes, it is more convenient
to reverse the readout direction for tree levels by defin
ing n = Γ – m, 0 ≤ n ≤ Γ – γ. The case of α > 0 corre
sponds to a “contracting” mapping and requires sepa
rate analysis; here, we consider the case of α = 0 (i.e.,
σγ = p–γ), which is formally identical to the DPDT
model [22]. According to [22], Eq. (17) with boundary
conditions (19) in the continuous limit corresponds to
the Kolmogorov–Petrovsky–Piscounov equation [23]
and has a solution of the traveling wave type.
The main property of the DPDT model can be
described as follows. For long paths on the Cayley tree,
Gn(x) is a “traveling wave,” Gn(x) = w(x – fn), where
velocity f of propagation is a function of reciprocal
temperature β. In terms of our model, β = t(1 – p–1)
(for α = 0). In the DPDT model, velocity f is an analog
of the free energy of a directed polymer per unit length
and has the following form in the limit of large lengths:
At high temperatures T > Tc (i.e., at t < tc in terms of
Eqs. (17) and (19)), velocity f of a traveling wave (i.e.,
the free energy of the directed polymer) varies with
temperature. However, at low temperatures T < Tc
(i.e., at t > tc in terms of our model), velocity f is con
stant and equal to f(Tc) (f(tc) in terms of our model).
The value of Tc is defined by the solution to the equa
tion
Gm x( )
=  Z˜ m( ) t 1 p 1––( )p αm– x[ ]exp–{ }exp〈 〉 ,
Gm 1– x( ) ξP ξ( ) Gm p
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× tp αΓ– ξΓ[ ] }〉P ξΓ( ).exp
GΓ x( ) t 1 p
1–
–( )p αΓ– x[ ]exp–{ }.exp=
f β( ) 1
β
 p ξP ξ( )eβξd∫( ).ln=
d
dt
 f T( )
T Tc=
0.=
Since the temperature dependence of free energy
changes as we pass through temperature T = Tc, we can
naturally assume that the “ergodicity breakdown”
phase transition [24] takes place at point Tc; i.e., the
treelike phase space of the directed polymer splits
into separate domains. Indeed, it was noted in [22]
that the overlap of two states of a directed polymer
(paths on a tree) depends on temperature. For T > Tc,
the overlap is zero for sure; however, for T < Tc, it is
zero with a probability π(t) ∝ T and unity with a prob
ability of 1 – π(t). A nonzero overlap probability indi
cates that, below the critical temperature Tc, the phase
space of a directed polymer becomes inhomogeneous.
In our case, the solution to Eq. (17) behaves analo
gously over long time intervals on account of the fact
that time t plays the role of reciprocal temperature β of
the DPDT model. Proceeding from the formal anal
ogy, we could assume that even a weak randomization
of the ultrametric landscape (   1) may signifi
cantly change the behavior of a walking particle over
long time intervals (t > tc). It should be noted, however,
that the case where α  0 corresponds to a vanishing
barrier hierarchy (with preserved hierarchy of basins);
consequently, “weak” fluctuations   1 (as com
pared to vanishingly small mean values ) are in
fact “strong” fluctuations. In other words, the case of
α = 0 and  1 corresponds to strong fluctuations
of the barrier hierarchy.
In spite of the fact that our problem for α = 0 for
mally corresponds to the DPDT model completely,
the interpretation of the critical phenomenon
observed in [22] in terms of ultrametric random walk
[15] deserves discussion. Indeed, our kinetic problem
is defined for an ultrametric random walk (i.e., for the
walk over the boundary of a padic tree), and all kinetic
properties of the model (including the “traveling
wave”) are defined by the probabilities of transition
over certain (ultrametric) distances “across the tree”
along its boundary. Conversely, the DPDT model
deals with a walk in the bulk of the tree, and a traveling
wave propagates “along the tree” from its origin to the
boundary. 
Nevertheless, the trajectory overlap calculated in
[22] for a directed polymer allows us to relate the
behavior in the bulk of the tree and the behavior on its
boundary. Since the overlap of any two trajectories on
the tree is zero for t < tc, the tree boundary (to which
the trajectories come from the origin) remains kineti
cally uniform in the sense that the probability of
departure from any basin averaged over all realizations
of a random landscape depends only on the scale
(entropy) of a basin. In other words, over not very long
time periods, the observed kinetics is analogous to the
kinetics on the regular basin hierarchy, and randomic
ity of the ultrametric landscape is not manifested in
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long time periods t > tc indicates statistical nonunifor
mity of the contributions from different realizations of
a random ultrametric landscape to the behavior of
relaxation mean values: the tree boundary remains
homogeneous with a probability π(t) ∝ t–1, but
becomes “lacunary” with a probability of 1 – π(t); i.e.,
the boundary becomes such that the escape from some
basins is (on average) kinetically hindered and a ran
domly walking particle may be trapped in these basins
for an indefinitely long time. The probability of kinetic
“freezing” in this case increases with time. Such relax
ation properties on random landscapes with the basin
structure may be easily observable, being manifested,
for example, in the form of aging effects.
3. RANDOM BLOCKHIERARCHICAL 
MATRICES OF CONTACTS:
SPECTRAL PROPERTIES AND RELATION 
WITH SCALEFREE RANDOM NETWORKS
It was noted in the Introduction that the determi
nation of the structural organization of a complex sys
tem with statistical disorder is often based on the net
work paradigm, viz., on topological characteristics of
the network of links obtained from analysis of interac
tions between elements of the system. Analytic
approaches to the solution of such a problem are usu
ally based on the relation between topological charac
teristics of the random network and the spectral prop
erties of adjacency matrices (matrices of contacts) of
the network. To analyze the spectral properties of adja
cency matrices of completely random networks known
as Erdös–Rényi random graphs (ER graphs) [25], an
arsenal of methods both mathematically rigorous and
using less stringent approaches borrowed from the the
ory of disordered systems exists (e.g., the replica tech
nique or the Flori mean field method [26, 27]).
At the same time, vast data on statistical character
istics of real networks of various origins (from inter
molecular networks of links in biopolymers to social
financial networks and Internet) have been obtained in
the last decade mainly owing to considerable advances
in computer technology. It turned out that the topo
logical properties of real networks and the spectral
properties of their adjacency matrices do not match
the characteristics of completely random ER graphs in
most cases. It was found that a large number of real
networks exhibit a power (and not exponential as in
the case of ER graphs) behavior of the tails of the prob
ability distributions of network characteristics; for this
reason, such networks were singled out into a special
class and are known as scalefree networks. In actual
practice, the scalefree nature of a specific network is
established in most cases from the vortex degree distri
bution (the number of the nearest neighbors for the
vertices of the network under investigation). In the
general formulation based on analysis of the properties
of the density distribution for eigenvalues of the net
work adjacency matrix, we will identify the scalefree
nature with the power behavior of precisely the spec
tral density. The topological characteristics of the net
work (e.g., vertex degree) have very broad distributions
with a width exceeding by several orders of magnitude
the widths corresponding to distributions for ER
graphs. The relevant anomalously broad distributions
will be referred to as polyscale distributions.
We can apparently state without exaggerating that
the blockhierarchical order is typical rather than
exotic of many complex systems combining polyscale
behavior and randomicity. Examples of such systems
can easily be found in various fields of mathematics,
physics, and biology (from chaotic mapping in Hamil
tonian systems [28, 29] to globular structures of poly
electrolytic networks [30] and hierarchical organiza
tion of biopolymers [31]). By way of such example, we
will consider below the possibility of implementation
of blockhierarchical matrices of contacts in globular
structures of polymer molecules with topological
interactions.
It is well known that the nonphantom nature of
polymer chains leads to two types of interactions: bulk
interactions vanishing in infinitely thin chains and
topological interactions, which are preserved even for
zerothickness chains. At high temperatures, a poly
mer molecule has a strongly fluctuating ball structure
without a welldefined thermodynamic state. How
ever, at temperatures below a certain critical value Θ, a
macromolecule collapses into a weakly fluctuating
dropshaped globular structure. It was shown in clas
sical works [32, 33] devoted to analysis of a ball–glob
ule transformation free of topological interactions that
the globular state at T < Θ can be described in the virial
approximation taking into account two and three
particle interactions, B = b(T – Θ)/Θ < 0 and C =
const > 0 (see, for example, [34, 35]). The approach
developed in [32, 33] forms the basis of the contempo
rary statistical physics of the globular state, which is
typical, for example, of most biopolymers.
In the globular phase formed by an unknotted mac
romolecule, topological limitations play the role of
auxiliary repulsion. In a poor solvent (i.e., at T < Θ),
there exists a certain critical length g* depending on
temperature and bulk interactions such that chains
longer than g* collapse. For long polymer chains, we
can define these g*link segments as new block mono
mers or the firstlevel folds (Fig. 3a). The chain seg
ment containing several consecutive block folds may
“collapse” in its own volume, forming a secondlevel
fold; then secondlevel folds form a thirdlevel fold,
and so on. This process of hierarchical packing of the
entire chain is completed when all g*linked segments
of the chain are inside a single fold. Figure 3a shows
three consecutive stages of formation of a folded glob
ular structure [16]. Pay attention to the fact that the
curve depicting the polymer chain packed in accor
dance with the above procedure resembles a selfsimi
lar Peano curve embedded into a 3D space.
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A specific feature of the folded globule is that the
blockhierarchical system of folds is not destroyed and
is in thermodynamic equilibrium. The scale of the
folds shown by shades of gray in Fig. 3a can be treated
as the scale of truncation of interactions between g*
linked block “monomers” of the chain. Interaction
constants  correspond to the interaction between
g*linked block monomers in a fold of hierarchical
level γ. It can easily be seen that quantities  defined
in this way form a blockhierarchical matrix T
depicted in Fig. 3b.
It was shown in [16] (and more rigorously in a later
publication [36]) that the absence of knots in a closely
packed folded polymer globule leads to peculiar fractal
properties of the curve representing the polymer
chain, which in turn strongly changes the thermody
namic properties of the globular state. The folded
globule model was used for describing a selfsimilar
hierarchical structure in biopolymers like DNA [37]
and chromatin [38]; however, we can easily find other
examples of biological systems in which the order has
the form of a blockhierarchical structure of bonds of
physical and chemical origin.
We will discuss below some topological properties
of blockhierarchical random networks. On the basis
of the results, we will propose a new method for grow
ing polyscale networks that does not involve the con





3.1. “Heavy Tails” in the Spectral Density of Gaussian 
BlockHierarchical Adjacency Matrices
Let us describe the general procedure of construct
ing a random hierarchical network. We set N = pΓ
points which are potential vertices of our future net
work. The hierarchical network can be obtained by
connecting vertices by links in a certain way. The infor
mation on the method of connection is contained in
the N × N adjacency matrix T that codes the presence
and absence of links between the vertices. Namely,
matrix element Ti, j is unity if vertices i and j are
directly connected by a link; otherwise, Ti, j = 0; Ti, j =
Tj, i and Ti, i = 0. We construct the adjacency matrix in
the form of a random blockhierarchical (padic)
matrix of the Parisi matrix type (PAM is the adjacency
matrix of the Parisi matrix type). Such a matrix is
shown in Fig. 3b for p = 2. Matrix elements Ti, j ≡ 
are random quantities with the Bernoulli distribution:
(20)
where index γ labels a hierarchical level as in Parisi
kinetic matrices (PKM) considered above (1 ≤ γ ≤
γmax ≡ Γ), while index n labels the matrix blocks corre
sponding to hierarchical level γ. It should be noted
that, in our construction, probability qγ of the link for
mation depends only on the scale of blocks (i.e., on the
number of level γ) and is independent of n. The distri
bution of matrix elements  of N × N matrix T,
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Fig. 3. (a) Three consecutive stages of formation of a blockhierarchical folded globule: folds of the first (I), second (II), and third
(III) levels; (b) random blockhierarchical padic Parisi matrix T with p = 2.
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probabilities {Q} = {q1, q2, …, qΓ}. Thus, elements  and
the network links corresponding to them (which are ran
dom quantities with a binomial distribution) are orga
nized hierarchically in probabilities. We will consider
below a set of probabilities {Q} with qγ = p–µγ (µ > 0).
Systematic study of statistical properties of random
network ensembles primarily necessitates analysis of
the spectral properties of the adjacency matrix [39,
40]. Let λi (1 ≤ i ≤ N) be the eigenvalues of a certain
realization of the PAM. Spectral density ρ(λ) averaged
over the ensemble of random PAMs is defined in the
standard way:
(21)
Evaluating numerically the spectral density ρ(λ)
for the ensemble of random PAM defined above, we
observed [18] that the tails of the ρ(λ) distribution
clearly demonstrate a power behavior, ρ(λ) ∝ 
with exponent χ = χ(µ). Figure 4 shows by way of
example the spectral density ρ(λ) (for N = 256, 1024,
and µ = 0.2) in semilogarithmic coordinates; the cor
responding tails in the distribution are given in Fig. 4b
in double logarithmic coordinates.
Let us consider analytic arguments clarifying this
observation. We define spectral density ρG(λ) of a ran
dom blockhierarchical matrix T, assuming that the
Bernoulli distribution for elements of matrix T are
replaced by Gaussian distributions with zero mean
value and with a dispersion set {} = {σ1, σ2, …, σΓ},
where σγ = p–νγ (ν > 0). It should be noted that the
eigenvalues of any regular (i.e., translationinvariant)
blockhierarchical matrix of contacts with zero diago
nal elements can be expressed in terms of matrix ele
ments  ≡ tγ analogously to expression (1) for the
tγ
n( )
ρ λ( ) 1
N







eigenvalues of a regular PKM (see [9, 12] and a gener
alization made in [20]):
(22)
where eigenvalue λγ is pΓ – γfold degenerate (γ = 1, …,
Γ). Note that, in contrast to the kinetic matrix, eigen
value λ0 = 0 of the matrix of contacts is missing, but
eigenvalue λ0 = –  exists. In addition, in
spite of the similarity of expressions (1) and (22), we
must pay attention to the fact that the summation of
matrix elements tγ' for the eigenvalues of the kinetic
matrix is carried out along the path on the tree from
vertex (γ, n) to the origin, and this path is unique,
while summation in expression (22) is carried out from
its point (γ, n) to the tree boundary (level γ = 1) (i.e.,
in the opposite direction), and the number of such
summation paths is pγ. For translationinvariant
blockhierarchical matrices, these summation paths
are equivalent; consequently, expression (22) is exact
both for kinetic matrices and for matrices of contacts.
However, generalization (22) for random matrices of
contacts cannot be constructed using the same algo
rithm as that used above for random kinetic matrices.
It should be recalled that, for a random PKM (see
relation (2)), we have
(23)
i.e., eigenvalue λγ, n can be expressed in terms of a lin
ear combination of matrix elements  denoted by Σ
and corresponding to transitions through vertices
(γ', n') along the path from (γ, n) to origin (Γ, 1) (see
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Fig. 4. Spectral density ρ(λ): (a) µ = 0.2, N = 256 (solid curve), N = 1024 (dotted curve); (b) left (solid curve) and right (dashed
curve) tails of distribution ρ(λ) for N = 256.
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interpretation as for the summation path in relation
(22), we could try to represent eigenvalue λγ, n of the
random blockhierarchical adjacency matrix by a lin
ear combination of matrix elements  along the
path from point (γ, n) to the boundary of the padic
tree (see Fig. 1b). Unfortunately, however, such a con
struction is not defined by point (γ, n) alone and
depends on the summation path in the translation
noninvariant case. The eigenvalues of specific realiza
tions of a random PAM are parametrized by the paths
on the subtree with point (γ, n) in contrast to the
eigenvalues of a nonrandom PAM, which are parame
trized only by point (γ, n) of the subtree. Thus, strictly
speaking, the exact expression for eigenvalues λγ, n
cannot be written in the form of linear combination
(23) of matrix elements. Nevertheless, the spectral
density ρG(λ) averaged over the ensemble of random
PAMs can be calculated using a posteriori consider
ations of selfaveraging, which make analysis selfcon
sistent. Note that numerical simulation confirms our
analytic prediction of distribution ρG(λ) for |λ|  1 in
the interval 0 < ν < 1.
Thus, proceeding from the similarity of expressions
(1) and (22) and formally using structure (23) for λγ, n,
we replace in relation (23) the direction of the summa
tion path on the tree (i.e., we replace the sum on the
righthand side of relation (22) by , where
summation is extended along an arbitrarily chosen
path from point (γ, n) to the tree boundary γ' = 1)
(cf. relation (23)). Further, assuming that the distribu
tion of matrix elements  is Gaussian,
(24)
and using for λγ, n the expression in the form of a linear
combination of matrix elements analogous to (23) but
with a modified summation path, we arrive at the fol
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for σγ = p–νγ. Setting p = 2, we can write the expression




where c1 = 2 – ν and c2 = 1 – ν, we obtain the follow




The considerations justifying our derivation of
expression (25) for spectral density ρG(λ) are as fol
lows. It should be noted above all that expression (25)
becomes exact if random matrix elements  become
degenerate in n (which restores translation invariance
of blockhierarchical matrix T). Second, the results of
numerical simulation presented in Fig. 5 show that
relations (29) and (30) indeed hold for random block
hierarchical adjacency matrices. Figure 5 illustrates
the behavior of spectral density ρG(λ) for Gaussian
random blockhierarchical matrices of size 256.
A regular asymptotic form of spectral density ρG(λ)
for |λ|  1 obviously emerges owing to effective self
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Fig. 5. Spectral density of random (Gaussian) translation
invariant blockhierarchical matrix of contacts. Solid and
dotanddash curves have slopes of ξ(ν = 0) = 2 and ξ(ν =
0.8) = 6, respectively; symbols: ν = 0 (+), 0.2 (), 0.4 (),
0.6 (), 0.8 (), and 1.0 ().
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along each specific path (from the given point to the
tree boundary) for matrices defined by distributions
{} = {σ1, σ2, …}. It can easily be seen that the lower
summation limit in the sum in expression (26) for σγ =
p–νγ can be shifted from γ' = 1 to γ'  ⎯∞. The result
for  remains asymptotically the same if 0 < ν < 1.
Such an extension of the summation interval indicates
that the evaluation of spectral density (and, in partic
ular, λγ, n) involves summation along infinitely long
paths extending from –∞ up to hierarchical level γ. We
can expect that, for σγ = p–νγ (0 < ν < 1), the contribu
tion to eigenvalue λγ, n is independent of specific sum
mation paths leading from the point of level γ to –∞ in
view of the convergence of sum ; i.e.,
effective eigenvalues are degenerate in index n. As a
result, our analysis boils down to a translationinvari
ant PAM for which expression (25) is exact.
It can easily be seen from formula (29) and Fig. 5
that, for ν ≥ 1, the power behavior of spectral density
ρG(λ) is not observed. This fact deserves special discus
sion. Returning to expression (26), we see that the
lower limit of summation over γ' for ν ≥ 1 cannot be
shifted to –∞ since the corresponding sum in this case
will diverge. Thus, the contribution to the eigenvalue
(and, hence, to spectral density) for ν ≥ 1 strongly
depends on the configuration of a specific path on the
Cayley tree. In this case, we cannot use considerations
concerning selfaveraging of spectral density; we can
not reliably determine as yet the behavior of ρG(λ) for
ν ≥ 1.
Concluding this section, we note that our approach
to constructing a “heavy tail” (i.e., power depen
dence) in the spectral density of ensembles of random
graphs is not unique. Recent publication [41] is worth
mentioning in this connection, in which it is proposed
that Gaussian random matrices should be divided into
random fragments with a certain preset distribution
function. The application of such a procedure to ran
dom graphs led in [42] to interpolation of spectral
density between the corresponding expressions for
scalefree and completely random networks.
3.2. Hierarchical Growth
of Polyscale Random Networks
Two basically different approaches to constructing
a scalefree network can be distinguished. One of these
methods, which was mainly proposed for purposes of
illustration, involves the construction of a hierarchical
graph with certain fractal properties [42]. Since graphs
are deterministic in this case, it is meaningless to speak
about their statistics. Another widely used method
deals with various versions of iterative construction of
a random network with preferential attachment of
nodes [43], in which new nodes are added to the nodes
of the network with a probability that depends on the







the given node and other nodes). Almost all known
statistical characteristics of scalefree networks,
including the spectral density of the adjacency matrix,
were obtained for networks constructed by this
method. The corresponding spectral density has a typ
ical form of a triangular distribution in the bulk with
tails decreasing in accordance with a power law. It
should be noted that the construction of a scalefree
network using the preferential attachment method is
based on a locally nonuniform procedure of growing a
network with unlimited evolution memory.
We propose, however, a different approach to con
structing a random blockhierarchical network with a
power behavior of spectral density, which is based on a
uniform and parallel (rather than stepbystep) proce
dure. Namely, we construct random scalefree net
works in accordance with the adjacency matrix
obtained by appropriate randomization of a block
hierarchical matrix of the Parisi type.
The peculiarity and novelty of our construction is
that we construct clusters of links with hierarchically
organized probabilities, while the typical procedure is
based on hierarchical grouping of vertices of a random
graph (network). This allows us to construct a hierar
chical network by local uniform growing without evo
lution memory. Our network growing procedure does
not presume any metric structure of the graph (net
work) and leaves the graph purely topological. Con
versely, the traditional grouping of vertices implies the
presence of a metric on the set of graph (network) ver
tices since such a grouping is usually based on concept
of “close” (or “distant”) vertices.
For better understanding of the spectral properties
of random hierarchical graphs, we can use the rela
tion between the theory of random matrices and the
theory of random graphs (networks). The spectral
density of an ensemble of random symmetric adja
cency matrices,
is directly related to the topological structure of the
graph since the quantity
(31)
defines (to within a factor of N) the mean number of
kstep loops on a random graph (see, for example,
[39]). In particular, it was shown [44] that the spectral
properties of random ER graphs [25] in the thermody
namic limit (N  ∞) coincide with the spectral
properties of random realvalued symmetric matrices.
This result is the starting point of our analysis. It
should be recalled that elements Ai, j of the adjacency
matrix of an ER graph are random quantities from the
Bernoulli distribution: Ai, j = 1 or Ai, j = 0 with proba
bility q or 1 – q, respectively.
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For an ensemble of random ER graphs, density dis
tribution ρA(λ) of the eigenvalues of adjacency matrix
A can be calculated analytically in thermodynamic
limit (N  ∞) and has the form of the Wigner–
Dyson semicircle law [45] observed for Gaussian ran
dom matrices. Namely, the following statement was
proved in [44]. Let B be a real N × N symmetric matrix
with independent matrix elements Bi, j from, say,
Gaussian distribution P(Bi, j) with  = 0 and
 = σ2. Then the spectral density ρB(λ) of the
ensemble of matrices B in the limit N  ∞ asymptot
ically tends to the semicircle distribution law:
(32)
If σ2 = q(1 – q), then ρA(λ) = ρB(λ) for N  ∞; i.e.,
the spectral densities of ensembles of random ER
graphs and Gaussian symmetric real matrices coincide
in the thermodynamic limit. At the same time, such a
coincidence of spectral densities of random graphs
and random Gaussian matrices should not be treated
literally since some spectral properties of ER graphs
differ from those of Gaussian matrices [39, 46]. For
example, since  = q for the adjacency matrix of
an ER graph, the corresponding largest eigenvalue λ1
increases linearly with size N of the system (i.e., λ1 =
Nq). This means that the semicircle law for a random
ER graph distribution is valid only for matrix A – .
In addition, the tails of the spectral density distribu
tions near the spectrum edge for ER graphs and Gaus
sian matrices are different. Nevertheless, the similarity
















dom Gaussian matrices in the thermodynamic limit
may serve as the starting point for analysis of statistical
properties of hierarchical random graphs. The spectral
properties of hierarchical random graphs and ER
graphs are compared in Fig. 6.
Figure 7 shows the results of numerical simulation
of probability distribution P(Mk) (k = 2, 3) for kstep
loops in random hierarchical graphs for µ = 0.2. The
distribution of loops on ER graphs for N = 256 and p =
0.5 is also shown for comparison. It should be recalled
that P(Mk) is the probability that the mean connectiv
ity on a finite graph is Mk.
It can be seen that distribution functions P(M2) and
P(M3) for the random graphs represented by block
hierarchical adjacency matrices are much broader
than the corresponding distributions for ER graphs
with the same number of vertices; consequently, it is
natural to refer to the corresponding structure of a ran
dom hierarchical graph as a polyscale structure.
Using the generating function method, we can eas
ily calculate the vertex degree distribution in an
ensemble of random blockhierarchical graphs
directly from their connectivity matrices. For this pur
pose, we consider an arbitrary (e.g., first) row of adja
cency matrix T (see Fig. 3b). The total number of links
of the first graph vertex with the remaining vertices is
defined by the number of nonzero matrix elements 
(γ = 1, …, Γ) in the first row (i.e., the number of matrix
elements equal to unity). Thus, the vertex degree dis
tribution (m) is probability  that the sum of matrix
elements in the first row is exactly equal to m provided
that the matrix elements are grouped into hierarchical
blocks and obey binomial distributions {q1, q2, …, qΓ}
























Fig. 6. Comparison of spectral densities of adjacency matrices of random hierarchical networks (solid curves, µ = 0.2) and random
ER graphs (p = 0.2, dotted curves; p = 0.02, dashed curves) for N = 256 in (a) semilogarithmic and (b) linear coordinates.
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expression for (m) (to simplify notation, we set
qγ( ) ≡ qγ(tγ)):
(33)
where binomial distributions qγ(tγ) have the form
(34)
and ∆(…) is the Kronecker delta,
(35)
Substituting expressions (34) and (35) into (33) and
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For finite but not very large values of Γ, the expression
for distribution function (m) can be analyzed
numerically. Taking advantage of the fact that function
W(z, Γ) is a polynomial in z, we can write (m) in the
form
(38)
Figure 8a shows the family of curves (m) for Γ = 16
for values of µ = 0.1 and 1.0. Figure 8c shows for com
parison the distributions (m) for µ = 1.0 and Γ = 16
as well as the binomial distribution ER(m) =
W z Γ,( ) p µγ– zp
γ
1 p µγ– .–+=
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Fig. 8. (a) Family of distributions (m) at Γ = 16 for µ = 0.1 (1) and 1.0 (2); (b) density of distribution (m) on double logarith
mic scale for µ = 0.1 and Γ = 16; (c) comparison of (m) for a random blockhierarchical graph (µ = 1.0, Γ = 16, curve 1) and
ER(m) for an ER graph with N = 2
16 and q = 0.1 (2), 0.5 (3).
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(1 – q)N – m for standard ER graphs with number
of vertices N = 2Γ = 216 and for q = 0.1, 0.5. It can be
seen that distribution (m) of the number of links in a
random blockhierarchical network is broader than
the corresponding distributions for random ER net
works.
The fractal structure of the (m) distribution for
random hierarchical networks, which is clearly mani
fested in Figs. 8a and 8b, is apparently closely related
to invariant multifractal measures emerging in random
Hamiltonian systems in analysis of a number of prob
lems of numbertheoretic chaos (see, for example,
[47]). Indeed, the condition ∆(  – m) in
expression (33) for Γ  ∞ is precisely the binary
expansion of number m,
where coefficients tγ assume values of 1 or 0 with cor
responding probabilities qγ(tγ) defined in relation (34).
It should be noted that a similar expansion of the type
, where u > 1 and εk assumes values of ±1
(with the same probability of 1/2 irrespective of k), is
known in the literature as the singular Erdös measure
[48–50]. The observed fractal structure of distribution
function (m) emerges owing to incommensurability
effects of numbertheoretic origin: some values of m
permit a large number of different expansions in the
form of a binary sequence with random coefficients,
while the number of such expansions for other values
of m is much smaller.
4. CONCLUSIONS
It should be noted above all that the observed rela
tionship between relaxation kinetics on randomized
ultrametric landscapes and directed polymers on trees
with disorder may prove very effective for establishing
a deeper correspondence between padic stochastic
models and models with disorder on treelike struc
tures. We believe that the analysis in Section 2 is a cer
tain advancement in this direction.
Analysis of the properties of random hierarchical
graphs in Section 3 is far from being complete; many
other properties (e.g., eigenvectors and inverse partic
ipation ratio) should also be considered (see, for
example, [40]). The main goal of our discussion was to
demonstrate the fundamental difference between sta
tistical properties of random graphs constructed in the
blockhierarchical manner and completely random
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tral density of adjacency matrices of blockhierarchi
cal graphs allows us to attribute hierarchical graphs
(networks) considered here to the class of scalefree
graphs, while these networks can be classified as poly
scale in accordance with the topological difference
from ER graphs.
In conclusion, we would like to emphasize once
again the similarity and difference in the two methods
for constructing scalefree networks. The main fea
tures of these approaches are as follows.
(i) The first method widely discussed in the litera
ture is mainly based on the preferential attachment
procedure, in which the network is grown using an
essentially nonMarkovian (in increments) evolution
ary process with unlimited memory. In a certain sense,
such evolution requires the control of the entire struc
ture of the network at each step since the formation of
new links depends on the current vertex degree distri
bution over all points of the graph (network). From
this point of view, consecutive growth of a scalefree
network can be conditionally referred to as nonlinear
evolution.
(ii) We have considered here an essentially different
mechanism of the formation of a scalefree network.
The hierarchical organization of the probability of link
cluster formation in a topological network constitutes
the main idea of our construction, which is essentially
Markovian.
Summing up, we should emphasize that there exist
two important properties of hierarchical scalefree
networks constructed here. First of all, any subgraph
belonging to a certain hierarchical level γ is a com
pletely random graph since the formation of a cluster
of links (subgraph) at each hierarchical level is com
pletely uncorrelated. Further, random subgraphs asso
ciated with various hierarchical levels of link organiza
tion in the network may be different, so that the net
work is generally inhomogeneous as a whole.
Nevertheless, it was shown above that successive
embeddings of subgraphs corresponding to different
hierarchical levels in a very broad range of generation
probabilities {Q} = {q1, q2, …} lead (depending on sta
tistical characteristics being studied) to a scalefree (or
polyscale) network structure. This observation is
rather unexpected since the scalefree construction is
obtained in our case using an essentially Markovian
procedure of growing a network without evolution
memory. This suggests that random scalefree hierar
chical networks might be encountered among natural
networks with origins that do not envisage the condi
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tions for essentially correlated evolutionary events. In
particular, scalefree hierarchical networks (e.g., of
chemical origin) may be of interest for prebiotic prob
lems involving the formation and development of the
primary forms of the hierarchical structural and func
tional organization of the biological type.
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APPENDIX
Historically, the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the
Parisi kinetic matrix (PKM) were calculated for the first
time in [9] for a special type of PKMs corresponding to
a ultrametric random walk over a regular 2adic tree.
Later, it was proved in [12] that the PKM spectrum
determined in [9] coincides with the spectrum of the
translationinvariant padic pseudodifferential
Vladimirov operator [6] (see expression (1)). Subse
quently, a method for calculating the spectra of padic
pseudodifferential operators of a quite general form was
constructed in [20, 51]; thus, the initial construction
from [9] was generalized for translationalnoninvariant
symmetric PKMs also (see expression (2)). The main
elements of this construction will be explained below
using the matrix representation.
In the models of ultrametric random walk, PKMs
appear in a natural way, and the structure of eigenvec
tors of PKMs directly reflects the construction of this
random process. To describe the eigenvectors of a
PKM, let us first construct an ultrametric space.
We consider a set of points Bp(Γ) labeled by index
i = 1, …, N, where N = pΓ and p ≥ 2. We introduce the
ultrametric space on Bp(Γ). For this purpose, we con
struct a regularly branching padic graph Gp(Γ) (Cay
ley tree with ramification index p + 1), in which
boundary nodes form a set Bp(Γ). Thus, graph Gp(Γ)
has Γ hierarchical levels by construction. We assume
that distance d(i, j) between any two points i, j ∈ Bp(Γ)
is defined by the vertex of the smallest subtree (sub
graph) Gp(γ, nγ) ⊆ Gp(Γ) with boundary nodes includ
ing points i and j. In our notation, 1 ≤ γ ≤ Γ indicates
the number of the level on tree G(Γ) on which the ver
tex of subgraph Gp(γ, nγ) is located, while 1 ≤ nγ ≤ pΓ – γ
is the number of the required vertex among pΓ – γ verti
ces located at level γ. Obviously, the distance intro
duced in this way on Bp(Γ) satisfies the strong triangle
inequality d(i, j) ≤ max{d(i, k), d( j, k)}; i.e., set Bp(Γ)
is an ultrametric space by construction. Note that, on
a regular padic graph Gp(Γ), all subgraphs with verti
ces lying at the same branching level in Gp(Γ) are topo
logically identical. Translation invariance of the ultra
metric space has precisely this meaning. Finally, since
the strong triangle inequality governs the socalled p
adic numerical norm (where p is a prime number), an
ultrametric space is described by padic numbers.
A random walk over an ultrametric space is a uni
form Markovian random process with all features
essentially determined by the geometry of the ultra
metric space. The main feature of the ultrametric
space is that it is generated by a regular padic tree and
is naturally associated with the hierarchy of embed
dings of smaller spatial regions into larger regions in
accordance with the hierarchical structure of embed
ding of subgraphs Gp(γ, nγ) into Gp(Γ). The hierarchy of
embeddings can easily be seen in Fig. 1b. Indeed, the
set of points Bp(Γ) is a union of p nonintersecting sub
sets over pΓ – 1 points in each subset (p = 2 in Fig. 1b).
These subsets correspond to p subtrees with points
lying at level Γ – 1. The ultrametric distance between
points i, j ∈ Bp(Γ) belonging to different subsets
Bp(Γ ⎯ 1, nΓ – 1) is defined by vertex (Γ, 1) (origin of
the tree): it is convenient to define this distance as pΓ
in accordance with the definition of the padic numer
ical norm. Each subset of level Γ – 1 can in turn be
treated as a union of p nonintersecting subsets of level
Γ – 2 over pΓ – 2 states in each subset. The distance
between the points belonging to different subsets of
level γ = Γ – 2 depends on the level at which these sub
sets merge into one. If this occurs at the next level
Γ ⎯ 1, the distance between these points is pΓ – 1; if,
however, Bp(Γ) is the common set, the distance
between such points is pΓ. It should be recalled that we
consider only the points belonging to different subsets
of level (Γ – 2). To determine the distance between
points belonging to the same subset of level Γ – 2, we
must further divide these subsets into smaller subsets
embedded in them up to level γ = 1. Such divisions
correspond to hierarchy of distances {p1, p2, …, pΓ} on
space Bp(Γ).
An ultrametric random walk over Bp(Γ) is a uniform
Markovian process with a transition matrix defined by
the following construction. We fix a pair of points i and
j from Bp(Γ). For this pair of points, we find on padic
graph Gp(Γ) the smallest subgraph containing points i
and j. Such a subgraph is unique and defines the min
imal subset in which a (symmetric) transition i  j
takes place. Let this subgraph correspond to a vertex
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with indices (γ, nγ). On this subgraph, we choose two
subgraphs of a lower lying level with vertices (γ – 1,
nγ ⎯ 1) and (γ – 1, ), which are embedded in it.
Note that points i and j obviously belong to different
subgraphs (subsets) of level γ – 1. By construction, the
probability of transition i  j (per unit time) of ultra
metric random walk is completely determined by a
pair of the largest subsets between which the transition
takes place. In other words, elements Ti, j of the transi
tion matrix are parametrized by three indices: pair
(γ, nγ) defining the smallest subset in the embedding
hierarchy, in which the transition occurs, and an addi
tional index k (1 ≤ k ≤ p – 1) that fixes a pair of the
largest subsets embedded in it, between which the
transition takes place. Therefore, the geometry of the
ultrametric space generates the blockhierarchical
structure of the transition matrix (i.e., the PKM struc
ture). Note that the total number of triples (γ, nγ, k)
parametrizing the vertices of the subgraphs of the
Γlevel padic graph (pΓ – 1) coincides with the num
ber of nonzero eigenvalues of the pΓ × pΓ PKM.
The eigenvector of the PKM is the column vector
with pΓ complex (in the general case) components,
which reflects in a certain sense the structure of basins
of the ultrametric space described above and the con
struction of the ultrametric random walk. The eigen
vectors of the PKM are parametrized by triples
(γ, nγ, k). Each level γ is juxtaposed to (p – 1)pγ eigen
vectors ep(γ, nγ, k) in accordance with the number of
triples (γ, nγ, k) with fixed γ. The components of the
eigenvector corresponding to level γ form pΓ – γ groups
with pγ elements in each. Only one of such groups has
nonzero components. The group of nonzero compo
nents consists of p subgroups with pγ – 1 identical ele
ments in each subgroup. The components of one of
such subgroup are equal to unity, while components of
the remaining p – 1 subgroups are complex numbers of
the form exp[2πia(γ, nγ, k)], which are selected so that
the sum of all nonzero vector components is zero.
Thus, triple (γ, nγ, k) completely defines the structure
of the eigenvector of the PKM (i.e., the number of
nonzero components of the column vector, the loca
tion of the group of nonzero components in the col
umn, and the structure of the subgroups of this group).
Let us illustrate the structure of eigenvectors of
PKMs by two simplest examples. We take a 2adic
graph corresponding to an 8 × 8 PKM (Γ = 3). Level
γ = 1 is juxtaposed to four eigenvectors:
nγ 1–'
(A.1)
Level γ = 2 is juxtaposed to two eigenvectors:
(A.2)
Finally, the root vertex of the graph is juxtaposed to
single eigenvector
(A.3)
Note that the blocks of a 2adic PKM are labeled only
by pairs (γ, n). It can easily be verified by direct substi
tution that each of the above vectors is an eigenvector
of the 2adic PKM. Supplementing the set of seven
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given vectors by an additional unit vector e0, we obtain
the complete basis of 2adic symmetric 8 × 8 PKMs.
Let us write the explicit expressions for eigenvalues
of our PKM:
(A.4)
Here,  are nondiagonal elements of the PKM, while
diagonal elements are ε(m) = –(1 – 2–1)  by
the definition of the kinetic matrix. Finally, eigenvec
tor e(γ, nγ) corresponds to eigenvalue .
Eigenvector e0 corresponds to eigenvalue λ0 = 0.
Comparing expressions (A.1) and (2), we can easily






















































































































is a generalization of expressions (A.4) for arbitrary p
and Γ.
Let us now consider the structure of eigenvectors of
a 9 × 9 3adic PKM (Γ = 2). Level γ = 2 is juxtaposed
to a pair of complexconjugate vectors:
(A.5)
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(A.6)
Supplementing these eight eigenvectors with unit vec
tor e0 forms the complete basis of symmetric 9 × 9
3adic PKMs.
It should be noted in conclusion that translation
invariant PKMs correspond to the case where transi
tion probabilities are functions of ultrametric distance
alone (i.e., matrix elements of the PKMs are parame
trized by the number of hierarchical level γ). As a
result, eigenvalues λγ are (p – 1)pΓ – γfold degenerate.
The translationnoninvariant PKMs considered in
Section 2 correspond to the case when the matrix ele
ments of PKMs are parametrized only by (γ, nγ) pairs
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(i.e., they are independent of index k). In this case,
each eigenvalue  is (p – 1)fold degenerate.
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